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The market for “natural wine”

• How big and important is 
the “natural wine” trend?

• How does it compare with 
other niche wine trends?

• How can the “natural wine” 
market be defined, sized, 
and analyzed?





Google US search interest, 2011–2023
“Natural Wine” vs. “Organic Wine”



Google US search interest, 2013–2023
“Natural Wine” vs. “Robert Parker”



US interest in “natural wine” is concentrated in a 
few wealthy, highly educated coastal metro areas



US interest in “natural wine” is concentrated in a 
few wealthy, highly educated coastal metro areas



Highest and fastest-growing
category in Global Wine
Opportunity Index 2023 Source: Wine

Intelligence





Natural wine 
is not the 
same as 
organic or 
biodynamic 
wine

(or at least 
wants to be
different)

Source: Hu et al., 2020



• Hand-picked, organically grown grapes
• No commercially cultured yeast
• No filtration or fining
• No added acid, sugar, tannin, water, alcohol, heat
• <30 mg/L added sulfites
• Only 198 wineries and 506 wines certified as of 2023



Other certification schemes



“Natural wine means that the grape-
grower/winemaker:

1. Builds and looks after the vineyard in accordance 
with bio (eco) requirements; looks after the 
environment and tries to create a self-sustaining 
eco system.

2. Does not use methods…that…alter the wine’s 
natural organoleptic properties.

3. Recognizes the priority role of terroir in the 
wine production process…promotes accentuating 
the terroir properties.

4. Labels should be truthful and they should fully 
reflect the wine’s origin.”

“Decisions on accepting new members are made by 
majority of the Association founding members.”Source: https://nwa.ge/en/about





• “World’s most complete list of natural 
winemakers”
• Started in 2016
• About 2,900 wineries listed as of Nov 2023
• 86% of wineries are in EU
• About 400 wineries added in 2022
• No verification or inspection process
• 250 eur/year fee for listing
• 58% of wineries include description

RAISIN Natural Wine App





• Top 5 countries by number of listings: 
1. France: 1,388 wineries (48%)
• 7x number of Vin Méthode Nature members

2. Italy: 645 wineries (22%)
3. Spain: 192 wineries (7%)
4. Georgia: 107 wineries (4%)
5. USA: 74 wineries (3%)

• Total: 2,896 wineries

“Natural wineries” listed on RAISIN



Data set: Pilot survey of producers
who self-identify as natural winemakers
• Face-to-face semi-structured interviews, content analysis

• Interviewed 66 natural wine producers in EU
• Attendees at 4 natural wine fairs in France: Millésime Bio, Les 

Affranchis, Roots 66, La Dive Bouteille
• Jan and Feb 2023
• Located in France, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Austria

• Full-scale survey conducted from May to October 2023 (n=518)
• Data collection complete, analysis in progress



Data set: Pilot survey findings
• Estates range from 2 to 30 hectares
• Most production from 2,000 bottles to 170,000 bottles
• Biggest producer was producing over 4,000,000 bottles a year
• Various producers mentioned agroforestry, farming (sheep, horses, 

cows), B&B as parallel activities. 
• Many are winemakers that sell their entire production every vintage 

and work with a system of allocations. 
• Lots of direct-to-consumer sales
• Widespread disagreement over production and sensory 

characteristics make a “natural wine”



Define natural wine by its
sensory characteristics? 
•Qualities
• Appearance
• Color
• Smell
• Taste 

• Faults
• Reduction
•Oxidation
• Brettanomyces
•Mousy off-flavor (goût de souris) 
• Volatile acidity



Initial results from pilot survey of producers:
Sensory characteristics of natural wine
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Define natural wine by its
production characteristics? 
•Winegrowing
•Organic
• Biodynamic
• Conventional

•Winemaking
• Sulfites
• Fining
• Filtering



Initial results from pilot survey of producers: 
Production characteristics of natural wine
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51%
49%

Biodynamic Certified
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Define natural wine by its
business characteristics? 
• Size
• Limited size? (like craft beer)
•Often not primary source of income for owners

• Sales
• Direct-to-consumer sales 
• Particular group of distributors

•Marketing 
•Networking / socializing
•Wine fairs (but often without wine to sell)







“Orange Wine” vs. “Amber Wine”
• Orange wine
• Coined by UK wine importer David Harvey (2004)
• Wine experts (Robinson, Goode, Feiring) began adopting 

the term around 2008
• Substantial, growing consumer recognition

• Amber wine
• Translation of Georgian term — ქარვის ღვინო
• Little consumer recognition
• Online, mentioned 1/15 as often as “orange wine”



Google searches, 2020–2023
“orange wine”





Orange Wines mentioned in Eric Asimov’s May 7, 2020 article

1. Gravner Italy Collio (Friuli)
2. Radikon Italy Collio (Friuli)
3. La Stoppa Ageno Italy Emilia
4. Paolo Bea Arboreus Italy Umbria
5. Papras Pleiades Greece Tyrnavos
6. Aphros Phaunus Portugal Minho
7. Zurab Topuridze Georgia Guria
8. Two Sheperds USA Sonoma, CA
9. Donkey & Goat USA Berkeley, CA
10. Bize & Fils Akatcha France Bu



“Orange wine” sections increasingly 
common on restaurant wine lists



Urban areas with
highest proportion of
Google searches for
“orange wine”, 2023







Concuding implications for niche marketing of
Georgian wines as natural, orange, or amber
• “Natural wine” means whatever winemakers want it to mean
• Social networking and specialty distributors are keys to sales
• Certification programs are few, unpopular, and unimportant

• Easier to market wines as “orange” than “amber”
• Can sell into existing “orange wine” sections of stores, 

restaurants, and wine bars
• Little awareness of “amber,” so marketing is an uphill battle
• If wine is marketed as “amber,” then must communicate to 

“orange”-aware consumers that it’s in the same category
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